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There is still an unbroken trend towards higher specifications and performance 

measures of metallic components and assemblies, no matter how they are 

processed. Both forming and joining technologies are subject of numerous 

developments and further improvements. 

There are two major trends forcing engineers from all relevant disciplines – product 

design and process planning, manufacturing and material specialists – to 

continuously reach and exceed known limits of existing approaches. 

The lightweight idea has been establishing from being just a vison and academic 

matter of subject to an everyday business task since the last five to ten years but is 

still challenging engineers. Locally defined and locally different properties within 

given close boundaries need to be guaranteed at the end of multiple stage and long 

lasting process chains. This requires deeper insight of the interactions between 

process conditions, material processing and related impacts on changing properties 

over all measurable length-scales – down to nanometers.  This calls for new 

approaches and a change of mindsets from “design-oriented” thinking towards 

“designed as manufactured”.  

Additionally economy and modern industries are dealing more and more with 

“Industry 4.0” – although no common and comprehensive definition had been 

established yet.  However, some key points were identified already:   

- Developing individual design & manufacturing approaches – aiming to 

manufacture individualized products under high-volume series conditions 

- Focusing on de-centralized and highly flexible manufacturing solutions 

- Highly dynamic value-added chain controlled by and through customers and 

their demands 

- To merge development, design and shop floor areas to one comprehensive 

system     

- Increasingly digitalizazion but with the focus on proactively utilizing digitally 

obtained information for online process controls 

German Federal Ministry of Economics denominates these approaches as “digital 

finishing” of manufacturing processes.  

Modern and state-of-the-art engineering simulation tools are playing and will further 

play an important role in this process. They enable physical experiments to be 

replaced by virtual experiments on the computer. In addition to significant cost 

savings, this allow for significantly faster development and SOP times and will make 

production of prototypes increasingly obsolete. 
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In order to reach these challenging objectives numerous subjects are under 

investigation and development. 

Doubtless, the complete process chain has to be considered when aiming to predict 

final properties of the product. Finally, customers are not buying products but 

performances. In addition, product performances or life times are determined 

through their properties, which are strongly dependent on their manufacturing 

history at least the main influencing manufacturing stages.  

Due to get deeper insights of properties and their evolution over a processing cycle 

detailed knowledge of the process kinematics is required. Often the process 

kinematics is based on so-called “self-controlled” kinematics. This means numerous 

measured values are taken to adjust the process to control product quality and 

properties dynamically.  

The same control-algorithms needs to be implemented into the virtual tools due to 

model the process output in a reasonable manner. When doing so it must be 

guaranteed at the same time, that the measured values from the real process can 

be calculated accordingly. Realistic representation of the right parameters with 

appropriate accuracy levels is a key to reach this goal. The presentation will discuss 

selected topics in this regard.  

Since the process-chains become more and more complex sophisticated controls 

alone will not guarantee desired process output within specified tolerances. Rather 

the first initial process and parameter set-up contributes to a robust and stable 

process situation. One of the classics of simulation tools in this context was, is and 

will be in future the virtual validation of assumed set-up variations and their impact 

on the final process output. But more and more simulation tools and platforms shall 

also perform or rather support such initial process design processes.   

Picture 1 illustrates for instance a typical manufacturing chain for railway wheels. All 

relevant process stages that have influence on the final product quality are 

considered. During processing the material undergoes elevated temperatures, 

straining, work hardening and several other macroscopic effects which determine 

and trigger underlying microscopic evolution of the micro-structure. Physical laws 

and interrelations can be arbitrary complex in this case.      
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Picture 1:  Virtual validation of process chains to manufacture railway wheels  

 

The contribution will demonstrate a fully automated and fully coupled solution to 

connect machine controls with a virtual simulation platform – exchange information 

between the different worlds and digitally rework this information and finally supports 

engineering and process planning in developing initial process layout.  

Finally, an outlook shall be given to further steps in making “Industry 4.0” an 

identifiable reality utilizing virtual reality for the same. 

 

 


